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Abstract. In the present work strategy of maintenance of a full cycle of working out of the information software for
high-efficiency systems of parallel architecture is presented. As an example the algorithm of working out of a parallel
program complex of the forecast of forest fire danger is resulted. The presented principle of working out of PPC is
enough general and can practically be applied in any subject domain where processing of great volumes of data in a
mode advancing real time of development of process is required.
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1 Introduction
Despite intensive character of development of a science and technics, the catastrophic phenomena and now cause an
economic, ecological damage and conduct to destruction of people. The key moment in the decision of this problem is
working out of measures under the forecast and the prevention of extreme situations of natural and technogenic
character. The intensification of human activity has led to increase in anthropogenous loading on forested territory. As
consequence, forest fires from the natural regulating factor have turned to the catastrophic phenomenon [1]. Recently
wide application in the field of protection of woods from fires is found by information technologies. Technologies of
mathematical modelling of processes forest fire maturing, drying and ignition of wood combustible materials start to
play the big role. Prompt development of microelectronics allows to create systems with parallel data processing of
various scale from the multinuclear processor to a multiprocessing supercomputer. There was a possibility and necessity
of working out of parallel software in the field of the forecast and monitoring of forest fires. For example, landscape
parallelization approach is developed for the forecast of the forest fire danger [2], parallel realisation of model of
atmosphere MM5 is used for reception predicted values of the meteorological fields [3], parallel computing
technologies are used at modelling of process of distribution of forest fire [4,5]. By working out of parallel programs the
specialised tools of programming which are giving in to parallel realisation numerical methods, presence of natural
parallelism in a solved problem and ability of the developer to think parallel categories [6] are necessary. New or
adaptation of the existing approach working out is necessary for realisation of a full cycle of working out and support of
software product for high performance systems. It is necessary to allocate technologies of such grade from the company
Microsoft [7]. The work purpose - adaptation and introduction in educational process of technologies of creation of
software products Microsoft for designing, workings out, modernisation and technical support of an information parallel
complex of the forecast of forest fire danger.

2 Synthesis of technology of designing and working out Parallel Program
Complex
Experts consider Microsoft, that at an application creation and infrastructure development it is necessary to focus on
base concepts of level of the enterprise and principles of applications programming Microsoft Solution Framework
(MSF) [7]. As application of method MSF allows to receive the complex, iterative, efficient decisions which priorities
are accurately defined. One of key concepts - industrial architecture which represents the co-ordinated, uniform
technological plan. The purpose of working out of architecture is formulated as follows [7]: to develop logically
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connected, integral plan of routine works and the co-ordinated projects necessary for transformation of developed
structure of information systems and appendices of the organisation to a condition, defined as a long-term objective on
the basis of current and perspective problems and processes. The model of industrial architecture assumes iterative,
stage-by-stage release of a series of consecutive versions in process of which release the industrial architecture is
constantly corrected. However generally technologies Microsoft are directed on working out of business appendices. In
a considered case it is a question of working out PPC on the basis of high technology information "stuffing". Each
iteration within the limits of correction of industrial architecture should contain the enclosed iterative process of the
permission of a scientific problem by means of mathematical modelling. A step 1 - the model formulation, a step 2 model formalisation in language of mathematical symbols, a step 3 - program realisation of model and carrying out of
computing experiments, a step 4 - the analysis and verification of results, a step 5 - reception of new knowledge of the
investigated phenomenon. Then transition to a step 1 and repetition of process of construction and model [8] research. .

3 Development and support of PPC of the forecast of forest fire danger
Working out of PPC should is spent by design group which in addition to model Microsoft should contain a research
component: the expert in a subject domain (forest pyrologist), the expert-calculator, the expert-physicist. In this case it
is possible to expect, that in the planned term stable version of PPC with rather optimum characteristics of productivity
and program realisation of the mathematical model adequate the physicist of investigated process will be developed.
The manager of a product together with the manager of the program should come to the conciliatory proposal
concerning functionality of a product, terms of its working out and financing. In the small organisations or at work on
the small project of a role it is possible to combine. However in this case there is other problem - how not to lose sight
of any essential detail of the project from the point of view of each role. At work on large projects, on the contrary, it is
necessary to divide design group into thematic and functional subgroups [7]. For example, in a considered case the
subgroups which are responsible for working out of modules of drying of forest fuel layer, ignitions forest fuel by
anthropogenous and natural sources can be allocated. Division of design group into subgroups corresponds to
methodology of corporation Microsoft of allocation of functional groups which are formed within the limits of one role.
Release of each version of PPC should come to an end with transition to specification of industrial architecture and the
specification of the subsequent version.

4 Prospects of preparation of highly-skilled personnel
It is necessary to introduce principles of group designing and working out of software products in the educational
process which approximate scheme is presented on fig. 1. Group work on the degree project (it is possible both with the
fixed cast, and with their shift during work on the project). Performance of the degree project is anticipated by a series
of course works on several disciplines (including to special courses). The variant of performance of the project students
of different faculties and different specialisations is possible. Procedure of protection of such project also should be
collective and have character of a seminar when each of executors protects the part of the project. In the beginning and
the end of performances the executive sounds the information concerning an uniting part and a role of each subprojects.
Without fail at the faculties concerning working out of the information software, it is necessary to introduce in
educational process a special course “Bases of modern technologies of designing and working out of software
products”. The purpose of an offered special course consists in preparation of the expert understanding and capable to
project and develop the software meeting modern requirements. The approximate program of such special course is led
in the appendix to article. The author has developed and used the program of this special course at carrying out of
employment with students of 3rd course of faculty of mechanics and mathematics of Tomsk state university.

5 Conclusion
In the present work strategy of maintenance of a full cycle of working out of the information software for highefficiency systems of parallel architecture is presented. As an example the algorithm of working out of a parallel
program complex of the forecast of forest fire danger is resulted. The presented principle of working out of PPC is
enough general and can practically be applied in any subject domain where processing of great volumes of data in a
mode advancing real time of development of process is required.
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Appendix. The approximate program of a special course “Bases of modern
technologies of designing and working out of software products”:
Introduction
(The survey information on technological progress hardware and the software. Software types.). Volume - 2 hours
Section 1. Modern technologies of working out of software products
(Languages and working out means. RAD - and CASE-systems. The machine drawing and working out of 3Dappendices). Volume - 2 hours
Section 2. Designing and working out of large software products
(Industrial architecture - 2 hours;
Appendices of scale of the enterprise - 4 hours;
Design groups - 2 hours;
Working out process - 4 hours;
The preproject - 2 hours;
The project plan - 2 hours.)
Volume - 16 hours
Section 3. Modern information technologies
(Technologies of the user and applied level. Technologies of level of data. 2D, the 3D-schedule and visualisation.
Consecutive and parallel computing technologies. Expert systems. Geographical information systems. Testing and a
production cycle. Software protection. A stage "Working out" and its results.). Volume - 10 hours
Section 4. Release of the final version of a product
(Product stabilisation. Product release. Product discussion). Volume - 4 hours
Summary
(Summarising). Volume - 2 hours
Total 36 hours. The reporting form - offset.
Approximate structure of the ticket:
Question 1. Modern approaches to designing of software products
Question 2. Means of working out of software products
Question 3. The characteristic of information technologies
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Fig. 1 Principles of group designing and working out of software products in educational process
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